Customization & Experience

Allied has you covered.
Get to know Allied

What we offer
More than a moving
company
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Rooted in history
E

stablished in 1928 as America’s first van line, Allied
has been entrusted with the prized possessions of
families, corporations, military personnel, celebrities
and government officials on the move longer than any
other company in the industry. Many of the agents that
make up our domestic and global networks have been
providing professional moving and storage services for
more than 100 years.

Allied through the years

1928

FIND OUT MORE
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A network of professionals
Allied Van Lines and Allied International are formed by a large interdependent network of agents.
In addition to the 400+ Allied agents in the U.S. and Canada, Allied’s global network includes
operations worldwide. Each agency has made significant investments in staff, equipment
and facilities to serve their markets and their domestic and global customers with one of the
highest standards of service in the industry.

One of the largest and
most-respected providers of
moving services worldwide

Domestic

400+
Allied agents in the
U.S. and Canada

International

Allied’s global network
includes operations
worldwide

Corporate office
Allied has approximately 150 corporate employees at its world headquarters facility at One Parkview
Plaza in Oakbrook Terrace (Chicago), Illinois, and its operations center at 5001 US Highway 30 West in
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Global
We provide professional moving services to
and from all corners of the world.
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We’re everywhere you need to be
Allied moves employees for many of the world’s largest corporations, including Global 500
clients, all over the world. And it’s an “Orange-to-Orange” experience…meaning your employees
and their treasured belongings will be handled by an Allied agent from point A to point B; not
a third-party supplier. It’s our integrated, single-source network that simplifies the relocation
aspect for you and provides the best moving experience for your employees.

1,500
certified
long-haul
drivers

2,000

regional/
short-haul
drivers

69,000

15,100

international shipments
serviced in 2015

domestic shipments
serviced in 2015
Big or small
move

Local,
out-of-state, or
overseas

Allied can get your employees there!
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What’s going on in the market
Relocation is shifting toward “mobility” a strategic approach in developing talent and
promoting leadership.

Major Players in the
Full Service Corporate
Move Category

Total Awareness of
Moving Companies

Where did America move in 2015
The Allied Van Lines Magnet States report shows trends in U.S. migration patterns using
internal data to compare inbound and outbound moves by Allied Van Lines, one of the world’s
largest moving companies. Texas topped the list as the most magnetic state, with a gain of
2,558 households.
Retirement states adding numbers
Warm-weather retirement states are big winners in this year’s Magnet States report. Texas,
Florida, Arizona and South Carolina all claim spots in the top 5 most inbound states.

Top 5 magnet states

Top 5 outbound states

FIND OUT MORE

Allied Boasts a Top 2
Ranking in Overall
Satisfaction
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World class moving services

Packing
options

Basic
services

Protection

Additional
services

Packing
materials

Packing options
• Full-Service packing: All items in a home are packed by our
experts using the most up-to-date packing methods and
materials in the industry.

FIND OUT MORE

• Custom packing: The resident defines their breakable or
high value items such as dishes, glassware, artwork, fragile
furniture, mirrors, etc. We professionally pack them with
care and they pack all other belongings.

• Make the job as easy as possible: Allied can provide boxes
and materials to make your job as easy as possible.
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Small move—no problem
Allied can handle any type of move but for those smaller moves that do not occupy very much
space in a full-size tractor trailer, we have more economical options for your mobility program.
Perfect solutions for new hires, interns or storage options for executives.

Allied Express
Flexible, Fast Containerized Moving Option

Shipments less than
4,000 lbs

FIND OUT MORE

Guaranteed
delivery

Expedient transit
times
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Allied International
Formed in 1967, Allied International provides consistent top-quality moving services to and from
all corners of the world via one of the industry’s largest integrated network of moving companies.
Our unique network allows us to manage shipments at every point of its journey from start to
final destination. And due to our C-TPAT designation, our international customers receive priority
scheduling for customs exams which ultimately saves on time and money.

Traditional HHG process
Industry Challenges:
• Incremental layers of needless costs passed to client
• Direct delivery
shippers in
Clientnot attainable for direct move USA
multiple regions

Office

Relo
• Limited protection of personal
information
Company
• Inability Client
to influence vendor
behavior
Office

Relo
Company

Mover

USA
Mover

1
1
Client

FIND OUT MORE

Represented in more
than 100 countries on
6 continents

• Sub contracted service delivery process to unknown
providers

Country
Mover

Transferee

––Releases control

EMEA
––Unknown subcontracted chain
Country
Forwarder
Mover
EMEA
Forwarder

Local
Agent

Allied move management
process
Retain
Control, Reduce Cost & Communication
Client

100+

2
2

Retain Control, Reduce Cost & Communication
Allied
Allied

Transferee

Local
Agent

3
3
Mover

Mover

600+

Operations in more
than 600 key business
markets in more than
40 countries
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Moving technology you should care about

In-Cab
Technology

Planning &
Dispatch

Rate
Calculator

Web-Based
Management

Information security is a key factor
in everything we do these days—and
security during a move is no different.
To safeguard your transferee’s private
information, we have partnered with
LifeLock to offer your transferee’s 60 days
free identity theft protection and then a
special 10% discount if they continue the
service. LifeLock proactively monitors
credit applications, file sharing and a wide
spectrum of other networks that contain
personal information to ensure private
information is safeguarded.

Allied takes a proactive approach to inventing and adopting robust moving technology both in our offices, in our trucks and in
your office. All to increase efficiency and contain mobility costs for you.
• Increased reliability with 24/7 tracking capability

• Electronic confirmation of services throughout a move

• More predictable vehicle maintenance

• Reduced environmental impact with fewer out-of-route miles

• Improved road safety

60 DAYS

Free Identity Theft Protection
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You’re getting more than just Allied
Being owned by SIRVA,® one of the largest global relocation companies in the world presents
unique opportunities, especially when it comes to your mobility program. Our vertically integrated
approach provides a host of features and capabilities that you would otherwise have to negotiate
with a separate supplier for additional costs.

Home finding
assistance

Cash back
rebates for
home-purchased
and home-sale
transactions

Mortgage
assistance

MOVING EXTRAS
Extra home benefits at no cost to you
or your transferees

Home
marketing
assistance

FIND OUT MORE

Rental &
temporary
housing
assistance

Settlement
services
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Safety & quality does matter
The satisfaction of your transferees is our highest priority—and both safety and quality play a
big part in their satisfaction and ultimately yours. We take various measures to the safety of your
employees and provide an exceptional moving experience.

Certified Labor
Program

Safety
Standards

Master Mover™
Designation

Performance
Management

Certified Labor Program
Allied takes the time to know the backgrounds of everyone on a moving team–this includes drivers, packers, laborers and even
sales representatives.
We follow strict procedures to ensure that any agency personnel that enters a residence has passed rigid screening protocols in
advance of moving day
Screenings include:
• Verification of identity

• Assessment of propensity toward violence

• Verification of legal work status

• Assessment of propensity toward theft

• Identification of previous criminal convictions

• Assessment of propensity toward drug abuse

• Checking against sexual offender registries

FIND OUT MORE

Claims
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Think orange but act green
We may be known for our iconic orange trucks but we’re not so bad at being green too.
Through our charitable partnerships and green efforts, we aim to help those in our
surrounding communities.

Move for Hunger
Allied agents across the nation are helping to fight hunger with our partner, Move for Hunger. We collect non-perishable
food items during a move which get delivered to local food banks across the nation.
Allied Van Lines is the consistent leader in terms of donations and agent participation from all the van lines in the country.
In 2014, the collective Allied agent network collected over 1.3 million pounds of food.

Our green footprint
Allied is committed to paperless technology
to help protect the environment with our
Imaging Storage & Retrieval System—an
electronic content management system that
stores and organizes billing and invoicing
documents through a secure online program.
• Eliminates errors typically associated with
paper documents
• Offers secure and easy access to documents
online
• Reduces processing time
• Delivers accurate and timely invoices
Allied is committed to not only helping
surrounding communities, but also the
environment.
• Imaging Storage & Retrieval System

The Salvation Army
Allied has exclusively partnered with The Salvation Army Adult Rehabilitation Center (ARC) program to give people on the
move an avenue to donate furniture, electronics, vehicles and household good items and in return, get a tax write-off for
their donations.

FIND OUT MORE

• Moving & Packing Materials
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We come recommended
Other recognitions
Forum for Expatriate Management Mobility
Awards (EMMAs):

2016

Most Recommended
Moving Company

2014

Fleet Safety
Award Winner

Over 50 Million Miles category
—WomenCertified Inc., a leading advocate for
female consumers

—American Moving & Storage Association

• 2015 International Moving Company
of the Year (domestic)
• 2014 & 2013 International Moving
Company of the Year (Asia Pacific)
19–time consecutive winner of the
“Quest for Quality” award by Logistics
Management Journal
11–time consecutive winner of the
InformationWeek 500 for being the most
innovative users of business technology
2013 Most Innovative Use of Technology in
Global Mobility by Forum for Expatriate
Management
2013 Destination Services Provider of the
Year by Forum for Expatriate Management
Allied International won 2015 Expatriate
Management & Mobility Award for
International Moving Company of the Year

FIND OUT MORE

Relocation Reimagined

iMOVE is a suite of digital tools designed to enhance your
employees’ relocation experience and help them manage their
move. It’s highly conﬁgurable, so Mobility teams can deliver
the right policy to the right employee— every time.

iMOVE

iMOVE

iMOVE

Easily transfer a one-time
lump sum.

Track employee spending
more closely.

Customize what’s covered.
And what’s ﬂexible.

AVAILABLE NOW

COMING SOON

LATER THIS YEAR

Lump Sum

Managed Lump Sum

Core Flex

Accessible on
any device
via any browser

iMOVE

iMOVE

iMOVE

Mobility teams will love
transferring money once and
empowering their employees
to do the rest.

Mobility teams will love setting
a budget that employees can draw
against.

Both mobility teams and employees
will love the ﬂexibility of this
iMOVE product.

Employees will love beneﬁting
from all the same features as
iMOVE Lump Sum.

Mobility teams customize covered
policy beneﬁts; employees are
allotted an allowance to choose
additional moving services. It’s the
ultimate in customization.

Lump Sum

Managed Lump Sum

Employees will love the freedom
and control of this self-guided
experience.
With quick access to money,
research tools at their ﬁngertips
and deeply discounted services,
settling in is made simple.

Connect
Reporting

Core Flex

Plus, they’ll have access to
an expense management tool that
tracks and reimburses spending.
EM PLOYEE
EXPERIENCE

Connect
Full Policy
Beneﬁts

iMOVE
Managed
Lump Sum

iMOVE
Core Flex

iMOVE
Lump Sum

Connect
dictive Analytics
Full Policy Beneﬁts

Lump Sum

HRIS Systems
CLIENT
INTERNAL SYSTEMS

SIRVA Exposed APIs
Payroll

Other

Third Party Vendors
Powering Innovation.
Empowering People.

SIRVA
HUB

This is the command center that powers it all. With SIRVA
VNI the right iMOVE
HUB, Mobility teams can conﬁgure
product for the right employee and gain unprecedented
visibility into each employee’s relocation.
Tax

For more information please contact your SIRVA Account Manager
or Sales Representative.
CLIENT-DIRECTED

SIRVA
Internal Supply Chain

THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS

